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The CGR is a collaborative service provider comprising a team of over 20
technologists & informaticians. Having successfully completed ~3000 projects
over 13 years, it provides an abundance of advanced sequencing and
informatic expertise covering a wide range of research applications. The CGR
is also a certiﬁed service provider for Illumina, PacBio, NimbleGen and Agilent
SureSelect technologies, and is a component part of NERC’s Biomolecular
Analysis Facility. We offer a bespoke project design service, and are always
happy to entertain novel approaches. There has never been a better time to
collaborate with the CGR.

NovaSeq 6000

We are delighted to announce that we now have a NovaSeq 6000 platform at
the CGR, awarded as part of a successful anitmicrobial resistance research
grant application led by Professors William Hope (Molecular and Clinical
Pharmacology) and Steve Paterson (Evolution, Ecology and Behaviour).
The NovaSeq offers a much more cost-effective approach to sequencing,
particularly for high throughput experiments. Contact the CGR now to see
how our newest instrument can reduce the cost of your next project.

Contact us

Genome Science 2019 - Edinburgh

The CGR will have a stall at this year's Genome Science conference in
Edinburgh. Please come and meet the team if you're attending!

Read more

We are hiring!

We are looking for a new Sequence Production Research Assistant. This is a
great opportunity to join our friendly team and work with cutting-edge
technology.

Apply now

Detecting spatio-temporal shifts in airborne grass
pollen by metabarcoding

The Centre for Genomic Research has collaborated with researchers from
Bangor University as well as several other Welsh, English and Australian
universities to examine the composition of airborne grass pollen across 6
different locations in Great Britain. The team used a dual-metabarcoding
approach (targeting rbcL and ITS2) and discovered that grass pollen exhibits a
spatio-temporal shift, directly correlating with the local ﬂowering times of the
species detected, rather than an increasing species diversity over the course of
the ﬂowering season.
Hayfever sufferers will be particularly interested in these results, as different
species of grass pollen have differing degrees of allergenicity, meaning that
pollen counts will not necessarily correlate with sensitization.

Read the full article

Single cell proﬁling with the 10x Chromium

Megan Forster has been performing single-cell RNAseq using the CGR's 10x
Chromium system as part of her master's project to understand the
development of immunity. Based in Prof. Steve Paterson's lab, her approach is
to study heterogeneity among immune cells in wild mice and ﬁeld voles. Wild
rodents like these are subject to a great range of antigenic challenge from the
infections they naturally acquire. This contrasts with usual immunological
studies of lab mice that receive few infections. It is hoped the use of wild
rodents provides a bridge between studies of immunity in lab mice and
humans. Using the 10x Chromium system she has been able to rapidly deﬁne
the gene expression proﬁle of around 40,000 cells in each of wild mice and wild
voles. This demonstrates the capability of the technology, coupled with
expertise in the CGR, to work on non-model systems.

Read more about the 10x Chromium
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